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World-Class Motivation & Inspirational Speaker. Nonprofit Founder of CB4L.org.
The Creator, Producer and Host of, "The Service Hero Show and Tour of Love."  

Author of Four Books and Two eBooks; Two Books Became Best Sellers.  
Contributing Columnist for Global Magazine. Event Emcee, 

Panel Host/Guest and Red Carpet Interviewer.

“Everyday I know my mission is to
inspire, ignite and impact those who

are ready to change the world; one
person one buddy at a time.”

-Tamara L. Hunter

Speaker | TV Show Host | Emcee | Author | Producer | Non-Profit Founder
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“When it comes to setting down with a warm genuine heart-to-heart, passion focused,
all access granted Interviewer they just don't come any better than Tamara L. Hunter.
Tamara met me with her brilliant warm smile and she actually chatted with me and

made room for my story in vivid detail. During the interview I not only felt that my voice
was being heard, I knew it!” 

- Cosette "CoCo" Leary, Founder-From Welfare to The White House

The Time For Change Is Now
Which "pill" will you pick; blue or red

5 tips to tap into your purpose

Healing Through Connections
Science has proven frequency of LOVE

L.O.V.E. and community = L.I.F.E.

Zero to Hero Using Streaming
Network TV

7 Steps to building a brand 
through a Live TV Show

What are the differences in the “Live Show”
category; why does it matter?

We All Have a Service Hero Inside
7 Steps of Service; Why it is Important

Sharing Your Gifts to Inspire Others

TimeStamp Me on the Timeline of Life
Your story matters; it's time to share it
5 SIMPLE steps to "record" your legacy

Are You The Next Global Impactor?
What is your “why”? And the why 

behind your why?
Deep dive into the qualities of an

I.M.P.A.C.T.O.R.

They Messed With The Wrong Gal: What To Do When 
Your Social Media Gets Hacked.

Recruiting and building a TEAM is KEY!
Know the 5 signs that you are in the middle of an attack

“From the moment she steps on stage, Tamara will have you captivated. You will go on
a journey with her, that may include laughter and a few tears, and at the end, you’ll
want to make a change, make an impact, simply DO something. She’s not simply a

motivational speaker, her message is memorable and she, herself is INSPIRING!”
- Dr Sonja Jackson


